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In recent years the distinction between correspondence education and face to face
teaching has become increasingly blurred. Correspondence systems are now using a

mix of media,, often including some contact betweerieudent and tutor, whilst con-

ventional educational institutions are using vanous means to make courses available
over a wide area. In the type of distance study where the correspondence and face to

face approaches converge, the telephone is playing an increasing role.

An examination of telephone teaching systems in several areas of the world indicates
that technical problems need not be obtrusive. However, this study also reveal; that
to date most such systems have been developed to extend classroom courses and that
success in this venture depends on three factors, the simplicity and flexibility of the

equipment used, the unattractiveness to the students of the available alternatives, and

the provision of quality written materials.

These conclusions suggest that correspondence courses could use telephones most
successfully as one element in the teaching and feedback system. Since a start in this
direction has already been made by the Open University, the needs of this institution
and the role telephones might play in meeting them are discussed in some de*.

ALL ROADS LEAD 10 DISTANCE STL112Y

The last five years have seen radically different instructional systems

develop in aronvergent manner particularly in the f)eld of adult

education Tile toricsnontlense movement has led to complex -

teaching systems, such as the Open University and DeVry Institute,

in which written matenals are only one element among veral,

whereas the tradition of classroom instructionhas ned a hos(

of projects aimed at reaching people outside the c ssroom.

Both types of institution thus face the classic problem of distance

study, which is to gauge the students' reaction to the instruction

and answer the specific problems of indiyiduals in a cost-effective

st s manner.
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Now if. as private citizens. v'e send a book to a friend and want

to know how he enjoyed it. we ring hun up Although the distance
study problem may not be quite that simple, the telephone can

give significant help there too. The purpose of this artis,lc is to show

how

TELL PHONES AND GROUPS

In the 101 years since Alexande/ braham Bell put together the

first telephone in Brantford. Ontario. his invention has undergone
vast teshnicaldatlopment and yet has hardly ,hanged at all from
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a psychological point of view. The overwhelming-majority of

telejjhone calls still involve just two people communicating by

sound. This is not, of course, to belittle a capital invention; indeed,

it is probably because the common telephone answers communica-

tions needs vowel that theiviseacres can remark. 'The video-telephone

is the communications technology of the future and aiwayswill be'.

Nearly all correspondence schools use the telephone heavily on a

one to one student to tutor basis The DeVry Institute, to cite but

one example, receives some 2000 student calls a day .on its toll-

free telephone service. However, in this article we shall be con-

cerned with the usd of telephones by groups,of people, i.e. calls

involving more than two people and usually more than two

locations

LOUDSPEAKERS AND CONFERENC1NG TECHNICAL AND

ORGANIZATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

It will be useful to begin by distinguishing three ways in which,
telephone communication might be used by a grout.

1) An individual at A converses with a group at Et, Althotigh

no special telephone is required-It A the group at d must

have a telephone equipped with loudspeaker and micro- ,

phone.

2) Individuals at A, B, C och D hold a discussion. This is a

conference call. Each party can use a regular hanclset but

equipment Li needed sorriewhere,to bridge thtf our lines

together.



3) Groups at A. B. C and D hold a discussion. This is el tdently

a combination of and (21and requires special telephones

in each location as well as bridging equipMent

We shall explore this last, and most general casebecause it subsumes

the others. Any institution intending to use the telephonto ith

groups on a regular basis must make several technical and, organiza-

tional choices some of which, as we might expect, require a com-

promise between the technical quality of the system and its

Such decisions concern the telephone sets, the bridging equipment,.

and the telephone lines.

Telephone sets

No loudspeaking telephone (LST) can escape the problem (negligible

us the regular handset) of feedback between speaker and microphone

To prevent feedback howl the microphone must be switched off when

the speaker is in use and vice versa Since doing this manually is some.

what fastididos most LSTs incorporate a voice-switch which auto-

matically opens the line in fayourof the louder voice. Clarke and

Gale 1) have described this problem admirably and figure 1, taken

from their article, portrays the voice - switch schematically as a

'decibel devl If this sums unduly anthropomorphic rt is u. orth re-

mark that the tech mcalcheractenslics of the voice switch have a crucial

influence on the naturalness of any conversation held over an LST.- '

A second constraint appears to conference calls. Most telephones.

Including LSTs, are not designed specifically for use in multi-party

conference calls. In such calls thl' total Sackg,round noise is the stint

of the noise from all the Imes and receivers involved For this reason

the sound quality of a conference call depends critically on the

quality of the lines and sets used.

Now it is quite possible to design a telephone conference roof:wat'
impeccable technical characteristics by both paying attention to the

acoustics and fitting high quality microphones and speakers at stra-

tegic points in the walls and ceiling. However, whilst the construc-

tion of a series Of such rooms might be appropriate {or a large com-

mercial (inn with regional offices, it usually represents too greit a

loss of flexibility in an educational context. We shall see that the

most successful and durable telephone-teaehing systern are based

on the use of a portable LST or conference set that can):teplugged

m wherever a jack is available.

I

The voice witch, the vital element in a loudspeaking telephone, allows the voice of one talker at a tim to be transmitted over telephone line

Here the action of the switch is illustrated by a' mechanical analogy. The hypothetical dB devil sarnpl s the sounds produced at each end of the

line and opens or Closes the troansmission channel trilow the voice of the louder talker to be trap med. It also inserts 'switched lois' into

. the return path to.lprevent the feedback which causes 'hosidang'.



Bridging equipment

To be useful bidgirig equipment cruel a,,p!tti...tion in all

due...Hons. but its design presents neleshnicardiffp..411m. The aai

ability of bridging equipment is in (Act gysterrscd rrtcstly by polo Nal

considerat;ons. and it a.- to be hoped that other seurnsies will fellow

(he example of the United States in requatng tekphon, cumpanit

to publish Sptcificarns so as to allow any equipmcni Kish insets

these specifications to be piped into the network Alri-ady

different 1S manufacturer. are advertising confasns, Lanigan.; n

soles

This is important bee use the constraints on confcrcns.k. t rOgirri: ,r.-

organrzational rather than technical Once an institution holds talc_

phone conferences on a regular basis it becomes essential that the

bridging equipment be located in the institution father than at the

telephone exchange

Telephone lanes

For conferencing sec i. esen more than for person to person calls.

telephone lines must combine high quality with low cost This is best

achieved by using dedicated tieininks where possible Any institution

considering telephone teaching will probably already have som dedi-

cated lines to its regionalcentres, and one of the reasons for locating

the bridging equipment m the institution is that it permitslhe use of

these lines for conference calls

Telephone teaching in action

Now-that the main features of telephone confercncing have been

presented m an abstract manner, it is worth while examining some

real telephone teaching systems Although'the survey of telephone

teaching around the world which the authors are conducting is as yet

incomplete. it is possible to trace a broad outline of activity in this

field

A retrospective'search on-ERIC reveals that some liftwrepOrts

touching on telephone teaching were published m the US in the last

decade. Plotting the number of reports against the year of publication

gives a slightly skewed bell-shaped curve rising from no reports in

1967 to fifteen in 1970 and then falling off to six in.1973. One has

the clear impression of yet another passing fashion in the Ilse of

technology in education.

However, this flurry of activity in the late sixties was accompanied

by a process of natural selection The fittest telephone teaching

projects survived whereas those which could not adapt to changing

conditions, in particular the disappearance of the Hawthorne effect

whish had been present at then birth, gradually fell into disuse. We

shall describe some successful and durable projects fast

4
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The Vusconsin Educational Telephone 't.etwork2'

Appropriately, for It has always been a world leader in .ontLnuins

education. the Lni.ersay Extension of the Lnisersity of V, isconsin

must receive of gold medal for telephone teaching for its Ed.cational

Telephone Network tETN) In fact the ETN as only one of three

ongoing telecommunications projects at the Lniseraity of %I, is...onsin -

extension. the others being the Subsscliar) Communi.ations Author-

ization tSCA) which allows educational cornmunit;atrons to ride

piggy-back ran the state 1M radio signal. and the Statev a Extension

Iducation Network (SEEN) winch combines voice communicaimn

over the I TN with Llectrownters SEEN was added to the system

to ms-et the riccds of Lrigincering txtention as 19.70 but ETN Natf, '

whi.hwc shall now describe. originated in 1965

LTN is a buge telephone eonferencing sy stem v. hi.h tin link up to

210 specific meeting places in 100 Wisconsin co-nmunities These

meeting places are cetrthouses, clinics, libraries officer, etc each

specially equipped Until this year the equipment sanply contested

of a loudspeaker and telephone handset To talk back from a partic-

ular location a student simply lifted the reeener and spoke into it

In the last year. this arrarrgementhas been replaced at all 210 stattons,

by a specially developed portable unit', the Qarome Edu-Corn, con-

sisting of a loudspeaker and four microphones. This unit plugs into:-'`

a coupler provided by the telephone company- and is very simple to

use Here again, the student who v.-ashes to speak presses a lever on

one of the micrbphories and talks into it. In view of the technical

problems of automatic voice switching mentioned earlier it is Inter-

estmi to note that one of the most experienced educational telephone

networks finds manual switching petfectly satisfactory

Obviously not all ETN stations are involved in every call Ai the

present time the network ISM use 55 hours week carrying some

34 courses which Involve 50 Instructors and over 600 students. The

average Conference lasts about 90 minutes and takes the form of

question and answer session between an Instructor and some 100

students in around 45 locations. The students receive fuller written

and visual documentation for these courses than would be the case

fpr regular on-campus Instruction. '

Although we have concentrated here on ETN 2f is amportint to

realise that ETN and.SCA (the point to point FM radio system) are

used together The students already motioned art linked on a tele-

phcnie conference using the university's 400 station Capacity bridging

equipment and dedicated lines whereas another group of students

receive the same course over SCA. If the SCA students have questions

they phone into the studio and the question is carried live on both

ETN and SCR ,

The number of students involved in ETNSCA courses irrWisebnsin

has grown steadily and a further large increase at the beginning of

this year brought enrolments to over 30.000. The systeni is estimated

to cost $0.14 per student hour in network production and Operation

costs (i.e. not including the costs of additional instructional materials).



,Other systems

Another successful system on somewhat urnitar lines is the Statewide

Continumg Education Netv.ork in Kansas which has been operating

since 1970 This network D214 talks 23 localities m Kansas, the equip-

ment used at each station being the Western Electric 50A conference

telephone Twenty courses are on offer at present and enrolments

number in hundreds Similar systems exist in Missouri and in the city

k of Los Angeles arida 20 station nets. ork has been proposal in Iowa

THE LESSONS OF FA1LURE

information on telephone teaclprig projects that have been abandoned

n harder to come by Perhaps the failure of technological innovation

in education is so commonplace as to be unremarkable If so a n a

pity,for failure can be more instructive than success In fact tv.b

systems which have been abandoned in the last year contain come

lessons For the sake of delicacy we shall call then projects A and B/
Telephone teaching project A was set up in 1966 to teach graduate

courses to groups totaiiing about twenty students spread about three

rerr.ote classrooms with about 300 nines between the farthest points

The classrooms were specially designed with built-in microphones

and speakers and electrownters were available The commonest use

of the system was the lecture with interruptions for questions and it

was intended to reduce travelling by Instructorsi(Now that it has

been abandoned, the instructors are again travelling every week some-

times in chartered aircraft ) Telephone teaching was dropped because

it was not considered cost effective and one obser4ier of project A has

remarked that instructors were not prepared to make the changes in

teaching methods that the system required.

Project B involves a multi-camps institution which has used a telephone

confe'rencing system very successfully for administrative purposes for

several years. In 1973, the s 5,1!ilest.campus, which,has to serve a

sparsely populated area using Penpattlic Instructors. decided to try

telephone teaching in two undergraduate arts courses. In this project

cbsseNotalling around 30 students in 2 or 3 centres were linked on

50A conference sets. Ordinary public Imes were used and in the early

days the conferences were set up by the telephone company operator

although Later on bridging equipment was Installed on campus. The

, teaching format was that of a lecture with Interruptions fol questions.

After 18 months use of the system stopped and the instructors started

travelling igain. Tpe students said they preferred the Instructor to be

present in personCand the instructors found that the university was

not equipped for the production and distribution of the additional

written materials which telephone leaching required,

Thew brief descriptions of both ongoing and unsuccessful tee cphone

teaching projects enJble us to identify sum; of the factors w h

favour success.
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Size and MO utronal commitment

There is obviously a bast difference in sue between the w isconsm

L.TIso and projects A and B This is not to say that a small scale project

is doomed to faulure.but that a project which is marginal to1be main

activities of an inctitution and recesses little support from n is severely

handicIpped This of course touches on a classic problem in the

implementation of new ryctems of various types The cautious

approach ido a series of snap projects to prove the worth of the

system to the organ:ration) has probably condemned to failure many

projects v. Inch would have been perfectly viable on if implemented

on a sufficient scak

The tYlrFof teaching carried out

Here we reach the crux of the matter. The telephone conference has

proved unsuccessful when used as &direct substitute for a classroom

lex t use hot only is the telephone more suited to a question and

answer format, it also requires that students have access to fuller

written and visual materials than is the case in classroom instruction

It is no accident the University of Wisconsin, with its long tradition

of preparing materials for extension students, should have made a

success of its ETN system This also suggests that a correspondence

inctitutior., since a already provides quality v. ritten materials, could

use telephone conferences successfully as a two way communication

mode.

Technical quality,

Since. of the projectseleccribed, project A probably attained the

highest -sound quality, we may conclude that price sqund quality is

adequate, as for instance in the ETN system, it is not worth intoi-

porating further refinements If they lead to loss of flexibility. Re-

sources can be applied more effectivel3r elsewhere in the system g.

in producing wntten materials). .

The availability of allemativ

It is also Worth remarking' that telephone teaching prospers where

there are no obvious alternativel In projects A and B the instructors

could give the courses by travfllisig and the students were accustomed

tOf localities involved.

this, In the case of the Wiscansin ETN this alternative is simply

t available grveri the number

TELEPHONES AT THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

Having described the technical features of telephone conferecing and

examined some existing systems, we shall now consider the role that

telephones could play in a major correspondence teaching institution

We shall take as an example ths Open Universielifhicas already
taken some steps towards a greater use of telecommunications In as



Inc Oper 1. nisei... ea.r.rrg s,ste--. is

kn,scn to require Iv, deccr,ptiun bete li majc: .cr-pc.re- 1,

the correspondence eierrient is added tele-,sic- and :adv..

broadcasts surnmer-se-hccls and face to face tuition w studs centres

At present 19-5 the university offers cocases hich rake up a

total of some e) f11 credit oci.,sasents

Man) coast's hose an enrollment of several thousand t at some has e

only several hundred Even though the number cf students accepted

by the university is in a feu. veers time likely toincrease even more to

a projected total of '2 Ogiri it is likely that as the number of courses

and half coarse, Isl.-Yeasts too the number of students-on some

courses mill fall to a rather small total The unnershy rs nesertheiess

committed to prc.id.rig a ,ide range of courses. especially at higher

levels so that st,.dents may cc n.t-ntrate or majoring areas if they so

wish,

As it has developed the Oper 1 niversvy has en- cantered both admen

isirative and tuition protlem ss hi, h could he partially sofsed by tele-

phone conferencing

Administrative problems

The university is ad- ministered from a central complex at Walton Hall

arid from 13 regiorul offices around the country The Central aca-

demic and administratlye staff al Walton Hall are complemented by

a substantial number of regional academic and administrative staff in

the regions. The university is run oh democratic lines with each aca-

demic being i member of Senate and of his appropriate Faculty Board

These halie a vast number of sub-committees, and in institution

still innovating rapidly. a large number of working groups Regional

staff are fully integrated into these activities and the travel demands

are Therefore often onerous Telephone conferencing seems to bc-a

partial solution to the expenditure of funds, time, effort and paper,

at least on those meetings which requue formal decissons or where

there is unlikely to be extended discussion It is recognized, however,

that telephone conferencing will not and probably ought not replace

all face to face meetings even for subgroups

While some record keeping functions and administrative decision

making procedures are carried out at Walton Hall, for instance marking

of computer-marked assignments, summer school allocations, fee

records and so on, the regions also carry out certain administrative

functions such as arranging for examinations, keeping in touch with

students individually and monitoring their progress.

All these activities need to be co-ordinated and result in a vast volume

of documents and records being exchanged between the centre and

/owns as well as heavy usags of telex aAL.telephone The need to

conicey information to so many regions, often simultaneouslySnd

to receive replies from tach, suggests that a telephone conferen

facility,may be useful for this purpose as well.
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The firs' Is that of e..1,eiesd stade Inc

srna:ler course: the ss,,,op,d t-)perier,ed b, many stu-

dents of 3ZtCn--iirT. the study centres -.here t:.torlais are held The

unisersity has 260 study .enties dotted around the country. but they

ate obiousiy more concentrated in tne urcan alas, and students

who in the remoter country side may hase to iras el long distances

and this may be exacerbated by poor transport services But even in

the urban areas such as London it is nor uncommon for stLederts to

take well oser an hour to get to a study centre and at a cost that is

not negligible

There are also many other reasons for inab:Ay to get to a study

centre, such as night shift work, phy sicat elltficalt les in

finding someone to care for ehadren; and often just sheer fe:rgue

after a hard day s work About half the student population do not

attend the tutorials, which are optional, regularly Some students .

can cope wahout them, but there are disabled and housebound stu-

dents skhq miss the support they provide It was to assist these stu-

dents that the unnersity mutant teaching by telephone project
This project experimented both the conferencing and the loud-

speaking uses of the telephone

The confcrencing project has been carried out in London for almost

two years involving about a hundred students The students were

enrolled on a variety of courses in all faculties and were recruited

for telephone teaching because the) were unable to attend study,

centres for some reason Some were disibled, others found the travel

irksome'or difficult, others wete on courses where the low

population made face to face tutorials prohibitive

student

Audio-conferencing has also been used for briefing part time staff

and for self-help groups, that is, groups of students on a course who

wish to keep in regular contact but who find the extra travel Onerous

Some self-help groups have continued throughout the year with

discussions on the course units, the TV and radio programmes, the

assignments, and perhaps to benefit from some particular expertise

that one or other of the participantehas to offer in relation to the

course. On a technology course for instance, it is often found that a

least one of the students works in the particular field, and his exper

ience can be valuable to the others. -t .
,

Students say that these calls help them to keep pace with the course

deadlines and the course units. Patticipants have to be disciplined

into not speaking all at once. The subject under discussion should

not be too far-ranging and should be well prepared Most sessions

take an hour. which is long enough to cover much ground without

leading to excessive, fatigue. Experience gained thus far shows that

oparticipants, bot rfr dents and tutors, have to be introduced into

the technique thipy are to lac the nest of it. Even then, there is

an improvement in the teaching situatiMith each experience Until

everyone is at ease and accepts psychologically the limitations of



nonvzsual communication A tutor has w ritten. 'Tekplione teaching

is immensely taxing One requues intense concentration and one

must not lose the thread of what one is saying v. MSc making sure that

the students participate fully It is often helpful to use ordinary single

telephone calls with students, especially the blind, for a preliminary

discussion of the topic Telephone tutorials are highly condensed"

I do not make students feel that they ire obliged to ask questions,

they can rnerey listen 1 have no discipline prpbiem since I tend to

go round the ring allowing each person to contribute at w hatever

length they wish. which means that some students who have some

special expertise hold forth for some time On the other hand a certain

amount of cross talk is quite feasible Strangely enough a social unit

emerges fairly soon and the tact five minutes is usually set aside for

informal chat

Another tutor working in the group situation, stresses thr...eistfar.a

cflauman whose role would be to dethreaten group silences, to indi-

te to the distant tutor that students fee; a question is unreasonable

w hen tbeir expressions show this and to identify individuals by name

to create better rapport The tutor needs to use signals like d6 you

agree" "anyone not understand that point'"

The us; of loudspeaking devices has been more problematical The

British Post Office Loudspeaking Telephone, the LST4, was designed

for a businessman s desk and not for group work, so its range of

reception is small, and the normal volume often inadequate for a

seminar room An even greater problem is presented by the clipped

speech which results from the lag m since switching at the beginning

and end of sentences A solution has been found in the use of exten-

sion roving microphones and speakers. though even these have not

been completely successful in a large-acoustically hard room The

problem becomes even more acute in the case of a faint trunk call,

or when the unit is linked into a conference call circuit where there

may be volume problems

In the London region, these devices have been installed in four study

centres They have been used for trunk call tutorials with writers of

the correspondence material at Walton Hall, and with academics living

In the London area speaking from their homes This is obviously .yery

convenient for the tutors since it saves travel, But teaching by tele-

phone is yery taxing in the degree of preparation requited and the

concentration needed to-keep the clisduslion moving. There is no

scope for any Of the tension releasing actions normally resorted to by

lecturers, nor can there be long pregnant pauses, and the lack of

visual cues means that the tutor must keep up the Row of talk endeav-

ouring to obtain responses from the students,by direct questions if
necessary. In most cases, the member of the part-tune staff normally

attached to the group has been present with the students to set up

the apparatus and encourage participation.

Lint usci ul appfr fia,n ha I. ct, in lin. st.p.rh foundation course.

where the tult,r, arc inner iwi txtually convcrsant with the four

separate disciplint in ft.)._ courss. On the uthcr hand all the expertise

needed is insatiably availahk among the gaff within the cluster.of

four study centres A tutor at one centre can therefore take care of

his own group first, and then phone through to another centre and.

tutor the group there, and so on, In this way a clustci-of4eitrre res

can spread expertise without breaking continuity of Contact between-

the tutors and their own groups, and without additional traveL In

the coming months efforts will be made to link housebound students

to tutonal sessions at the study centres by means of the loudspeaking

equipment. The students listening at home can either use the conven-

tional handset or various kinds of headsets can be substituted for

greater comfort This ought to break down what may be an over-

whelming feeling of isolation

Loud speaking devices of one kind or another have been installed in

a number of remote study centres us other regions. There is the

islancteof Jersey, for instance. and mid-Wales. where access is often

difficult and student population is low in number An obvious future

extension is to the remote islands around Scotland and some of the

far-flung districts in the north. Normally when students from these

areas wish to attend a tutonal, they have to travel to a main study

centre,a considerable distance away and involving an overnight stay

The total costs of fares and hotel can be considerable, and although

this is the students personal responsibility, the university must take

It into account, and it is the overall cost that must be balanced

'against the costs of loudspeaking teaching Distance teaching by

telephone will become increasingly necessary on small population

courses where specialist tutors are not available locally in the more

farflung areas of Britain.

It is hoped that when the system has been perfected, broadcasters on

television andradio will stand by their telephones to hear live feed-

back from students at study centres. Since all the broadcasts are'"'"

'canned't he broadcaster can take the all in the comfort of his home.

FUrthermore many of the programmes are cassetted and can be

played at the study centres for revision purposes. The students couI40

then phone the broadcaster with their queries and seek further in-

formation fr6m him.

It bas beerk frequently suggested that people Cannot learn effectively

as long as tlie medium used obtrudes too obviously between tutor

and student. This happ la certain extent in teaching by tele-

phone-where the ent sometimes excessively aware of the

presence of th evict w 'eh then interferes with concentration on

t tea mg. But half the Open Uruversny students are either home

based or remote, and they are often willing to put up with the

crackles and squeals of the telephone if it saves them time and

money.



A POSSIBLE COMMUNICATIONS NETHORK

During the teachmg by telephone project. conference calls have been

set up by the telephone company (Post Office) operator using.ischere

necessary. ordinary publi, long distance lines The project is judged

sufficiently successful to merit the,,,setting ufr of a university telephone

network in a systematic matter This network would run from the

centre at Walton Hall, to the regions, tp the parttune tutors, to the

students Although this net is short-circuited at various points, this

is the main linkage system for the three elements of the total system.

for academic V, orkdectsron-taking and administration (We should

point out that both part -tune staff and students have access to the

main decision-taking bodies by direct representation )

With perfvt telephone equipment we could visualize a system of

communications as in figure 2 Such a system would involve

THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

Walton Hall

Figure.2

Regional Office

it

Study Centre

Tutor

S

S

tudent

A possible communications network for the Open University

1) A bridging console at the central campus at WaltonHal on

which administrative teleconferences involving the thin en

regional offices could be set up, Conference telephone

be required in each regional office and, for convenience

rooms at Walton Hall, The cost of a dedicated line to ea

is would

n several

i region

should be evaluated where such lines do not already This

8

part Of the cy stem 10. ould closely resemble the very sues earful

administrative confetencing system at the University of Quebec,

Canada 4/

2) Bridging consoies at each regional office. This would be used for

a) Conference calls involving tutors at home (Or at work) using

regular sets

b) Conference calls Ono -being students at home using regular

sets.

c) Conference calls involving study centres using loudspeaking

or conference telephones.

Although none of the conferences organised from Walton Hall or

from the regional offices is likely to involve more than 15 stations,

the capacity of the bridging consoles should take into account likeli-

hood that different groups wID w ish to hold conferences simulta-

neously. The experience of the University of Quebec is that the

conferenting habit spreads rapidly onceconferemes are easy to set

Advantages of network

A. feature of all successful educational telephone networks is that

the institution can set up calls directly without being obliged to go

through the telephone company for every conference. The institti-

Nan's responsibility for operating the system facilitates:the identi-

fication of problems and, since such systems generate significant

new traffic for the company, produces a good working ielationship

between company.and institution. Experience elsewhere indicates

that such a network at the Open University is likely to be highly

cost effective
I.

I

CONCLUSIONS

Our.study of the educational use of telephones has indicated that

telephone conferencing can solve some iznportant two-way cornmu

=anon problems in correspondence education. The problems

posed by the implementation Of telephone teaching are '
organizational and psychological rather than technical. Good eqiiip

ment for telephone corderesncing exists, although national rivalries

have prevented the development or an international market. It is to

be hoped that the impetus to telecommunications development

trovided'by the energy 4isis will allow the best equipment to cross

ational boundaries, and this conference might wish to make a

recommendation along these lines.
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